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The Element 1t.: in Hebrew Proper Names. 

PROF. MORRIS JASTROW, JR. 

PHILADELPHIA. 

HERE are five persons in the Old Testament whose names 
contain as one of their elements I%$. The massoretic pro- 

nunciation for the latter is Pt)-: in all but one case where ittf is 

given. The names of four of these persons are: (i) 
.7t=t, 

a son 
of Saul and a son of Jonathan ; (2) nti 

" 
, another son of Saul; 

(3) •'?, 
a second name of the hero Gideon. To these must 

now be added ;7=% (probably to be pronounced also ITbo'eth),1 
which, in the Hebrew text, appears under the corrupt form of tiV 
i1:72: (2 Sam. xxiii. 8).2 

All these names are found in the Second Book of Samuel, and, 
with the exception of 

i't"., 
belong to Saul's family and to David's 

circle. The names occur with sufficient frequency to leave no doubt 
as to the authenticity of their forms. For two of these five per- 
sons the Book of Chronicles furnishes significant variants. Instead 
of 'VW2W the son of Saul, we find, i Chr. viii. 33 and ix. 39, 

t::2•.X; 

instead of 21=VD: the son of Jonathan, there appears 
three times 

__: 
2:"I (1 Chr. viii. 34bis, ix. 40), and once ~4 "1~ 

1 Compare the interchange between tOK and ti (2 Sam. xiv. 19; Micah vi. io). 
The use of yod in Hebrew for initial i referred to by Wellhausen, Biicher Samnu- 
elis, p. v, is now abundantly confirmed. See Haupt's note in the Zeitschrift fiir 
Assyriologie, ii. 278-9. 

2 First pointed out by Geiger, Z. D. A]. G., xvi. 730. See also Wellhausen, 
Biicher Samuelis, p. 212, and Kuenen, Religion of Israel, i. 406. The LXX for 
the passage has 'IEjl6oE (for Il3p6BE), pointing to the identity with Ibbogeth. 
The Hebrew text in the parallel passage, I Chr. xxvii. 2, has 

yW,, 
in which m 

is either an error for I or an intentional substitute. See also Driver, Notes on the 
Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel, p. 279. 

a Written with a hyphen between the two elements, just as W'I•~K is in all 

passages except one (2 Sam. iv. 5), whereas t1=1= is always written as one 
word, without a hyphen, and i= ='It as two distinct words. The significance 
of these variations will appear further on. The LXX, as well as the version of 

Jerome and the Pegitto, write the names invariably as one word. 
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(I Chr. ix. 40). Again, 
tif'.. 

is called throughout the Book of 

Judges, and once in Samuel (i Sam. xii. I), 

_••. 
; and the latter, 

it will be remembered, is still another name given to the famous hero 
Gideon (cf. Jud. vi. 32). The element ?:;Z in all these instances 

replaces 
.W 

1 . 
The explanation generally accepted for this interchange is that 

WtlT, with the meaning "shame," is an opprobrious substitute, 

adopted by an editor of the Book of Samuel in order to avoid 
the mention of a deity who was an especial object of horror to the 

pious Jews of post-exilic days.4 There can be no doubt that the 

purpose of the substitute is to cast reproach upon the Phoenician 
Baal, and it is also evident that the editor of Samuel, in changing the 
Baal names to compounds with Bo'eth, although not consistent in 

doing so,5 reflects the popular attitude of hostility towards Baal, 
which, dating back to a period of political rivalry between the 
national Yahweh and other deities, assumes, under the influence of 
the prophets, a more spiritual significance. 

The use of Boseth for Baal is only one of various disguises, intro- 
duced with this end in view, but an examination of those disguises 
for Baal to be found in the Book of Samuel and elsewhere will show 
that the problem involved in this peculiar use of Bo'eth is not com- 

pletely solved by merely regarding it as a substitute, arbitrarily chosen 
because of the opprobrium implied in the term. By the side of the 

opprobrious substitute, there are several instances of a euphemistic 
substitute, which consists in employing the legitimate term for deity 
instead of Baal. Thus, since it was considered improper for a son 
of David to be known as V1 99= (T Chr. xiv. 7), an editor of Samuel 
calls him 7111R4 (2 Sam. v. 16).6 Another example seems to be IR 

j13~, 2 Sam. xxiii. 3 , which looks like a corruption for ?B: =, 
and for which the parallel passage, i Chr. xi. 32, has AR :R (see 
Wellh., Biicker Samlueis, pp. xii, 215). Wellhausen (7. c. 95) has also 

pointed out a case in which, by the use of '" for ?7=, the same 

I'-Baal, son of Saul, appears as '11 , which, as the LXX 'IEo-o-Lto 

4 It is sufficient to refer for this view to Baudissin, Semi/ische Religionsgeschic/ile, 
i. Io8, note; Stade, Gesckickte des Volkes Israel, i. 260; Kuenen, Religzion of 
Israel, i. 304; Geiger, Z. D. H. G., xvi. 729; Baethgen, Bei/r.ige zur semi/ischen 

'eligionsgesc/ichle, p. 143; Nestle, Israeli/ische Eig'ennamen, 
p. I20; Wellh., 

Biucker Samuelis, p. 31; Driver, Text of/Samuel, p. 186, 195-6, 279. 
5 The massoretic text retains ?U='11 in I Sam. xii. II, though LXX and Tar- 

gum read Gideon. 6 Also I Chr. iii. 8. 
0 for BM , as in Ir!h', 17V?, etc. 
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shows, is the correct reading in i Sam. xiv. 49, instead of the 
massoretic 'IT. 

A third method of avoiding the name Baal was to replace it by a 
word of indifferent force - neither good nor bad. An example of 
this appears in Jud. ix. 26, 28,8 where mention is made of a certain 

Gaal, the son of i'1. The LXX fortunately preserves the real 
name of Gaal's father, 'IW;pyX, which, whether the equivalent, as 
Wellhausen believes, of #'i, i.e. "Yah is Baal," or of 

..T-, 

was 
believed to contain a Baal reference, and was therefore considered 

objectionable. This disguise of the Phcenician deity by deliberately 
replacing it with " servant " might be compared with the use of "t7R, 
i.e. "some other one," for the apostate Elisha ben Abuyah (Treatise 

i4agiga 14'). 
A still simpler procedure was the omission altogether of the name 

containing the obnoxious element. On this supposition, we may 
account for three additional cases of the occurrence of 10278 in 
the LXX as against the massoretic text, which omits the name. In 
one of these passages (2 Sam. iv. i) the mention is essential, but 

apparently a later editor was of the opinion that here, as well as 
iii. 7, iv. 2, it could be supplied from the context, and accordingly 
avoided it. Lastly, =:V (I Chr. xxvii. 2) may be a disguise for 

t972,, 
by the substitution of m for 1, just as the Pe'itto writes 

?ITZIVX for Y . 
It thus appears that this substitute of Bo'eth for Baal is quite 

different from the various other means adopted to avoid the obnox- 
ious name. The change of a letter, the substitution of a word of 
indifferent meaning, and the simple omission of the word belong to a 
different category. Even the substitution of the legitimate term for 

deity is not a measure of the same order as this use of Boseth would 
be, on the common acceptation that it has been arbitrarily used 
because of the reproach that would thus be cast upon the religious 
rites which it recalled. With this admission, the problem is not 
solved, but in reality only stated. Moreover, as a term chosen 
because of the opprobrium it conveys, it is not strong enough, - not 
nearly so strong as V•pirit, "abomination," which is so frequently 
applied to the gods of other nations, :'' $ 

.p., 
R S 

.., etc., or as several other words that might have been taken. Indeed, 
an examination of the passages in which ;1"- occurs, shows that the 
" sense of shame " is the prominent idea connected with the word, 

8 Wellhausen, 1. c. p. xiii. 
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and not the shame heaped upon one by others. It is found in the 

O. T. 30 times, distributed as follows: Samuel, 2 ; 2 Chronicles, I; 
Ezra, I; Isaiah, 5 ; Jeremiah, 6; Hosea, I; Micah, i ; Habakkuk, I; 
Zephaniah, 2 ; Psalms, 7; Job, I; Daniel, 2. 

Its strongest sense is in a number of passages where it is used as 

a synonym of 
•12 

and it'117, e.g. Is. liv. 4, xxx. 3, 5, lxi. 7; 
Ps. xxxv. 26, Jer. iii. 25; but even here the " disgrace " implied is 
not necessarily of one's own creation, as, e.g., Is. liv. 4. In most 

cases, moreover, it is the feeling of shame which the word empha- 
sizes. So the metaphor "to be clothed with 

n.•," 
occurring a 

number of times (Ps. xxxv. 26, cxxxii. 18; Job viii. 22), points to 
the mental introspection as a chief factor of the condition involved; 
and the same is the case in such phrases as "a fool knows no 

4.. 
" 

(Zeph. iii. 5), and "as the Pt= of the thief upon being discovered." 

Lastly, the expression V] Pt=, which occurs six times, means 
"dishonor" rather than "disgrace," and in post-biblical Hebrew is 
softened down to being merely "abashed," like the Latin pudor.9 

To speak of Baal as something that arouses "shame " is not to 

predicate anything especially severe. Or even to describe the deity 
as a " shameful thing " is not in accord with the intense spirit of con- 

tempt mingled with abhorrence which the Baal rites aroused in post- 
exilic days. In short, as a substitute chosen merely because of a 
desire to protest against the very sound of Baal, the term :11 is 
not vigorous enough. Some other factor is needed to account satis- 

factorily for its introduction. The question, therefore, still remains, 
how came it: to be chosen and used in this way? 

It will be remembered that in the case of 
t9•', 

the substitute, 
according to the massoretic punctuation, is 

1t'I1. 
; 17 therefore, 

and not ;It W. While this peculiar form has been noticed, no stress 
has been laid upon it. But, starting from this very I&, an entirely 
different origin of the substitute suggests itself. 

Be'seth is a good Hebrew katlat form from a stem with third 
radical weak. There are at least four other words that may be 

compared with it, viz.: ;1 " span," 1=0 " bowl," 
r•.. 

" bow," 
and ;7 " city " (Job xxix. 7; Prov. viii. 3. Cf. Talmudic KWl). 
On these forms, see Olshausen, Lehrbuch der Hebrdischen Sprac/e 

? 146, b. A sternm , it so happens, is not found in the 0. T. 

literature, but the Assyrian, where it is an exceedingly common one, 

justifies us in adding it to the legitimate Semitic, if not Hebraic, 

9 In modern Hebrew baiSain means simply "a bashful person." 
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stock. Balu, with yod as the third radical, is a common term for 
"to be," or " to possess." In the former sense it is used by the side 
of iu, very much as the Hebrew 71'; but the latter - the idea of 

possessing - seems to be the original meaning, from which " being " 
is derived, much as in the Aryan languages " have " is reduced to the 

position of a mere auxiliary. Besides the verb, we have also in 

Assyrian a noun bulu, occurring time and again in the historical 

inscriptions, for " possession, goods," and the like; and by the side 
of bulu, there is bulitu, and also bilitu, " product," e.g. Neb. E. I. H. 
viii. 5 7 

The Hebrew 

I.. 

would accordingly correspond to an Assyrian 
bavtu, arising regularly from ba9'atu = bagatu = bastu, the form itself 

being parallel to daltu (door), dattu (year), amtu (maid), kagtu 
(bow), and the like. The force of the word would again be, in 

general, " possession," - possibly " power." 
The existence of this word baItu in Assyrian is vouched for by its 

occurrence in proper names, and, curiously enough, in one instance, 
a name that constitutes a perfect parallel to nWfZW. In Meissner's 

recently published Beitraege zum Altbabylonischen Priva/recht (Leip- 
zig, 1893), comprising legal documents of a very early period, c. 2100oo 
to c. 900oo B.C., No. 5 (V. A. Th. 642) treats of the gift of a female 
slave who is called Mu-ti-ba-ag-ti. The name occurs twice (lines 
I, 9), so that there is no doubt as to the characters. Besides 

Mu/tibagti, Meissner mentions (p. 102) two other names with the 
same element, Ina-i-ge(2)-ni-ba-a-t1i and Li-ra-ba-ag-ti, but since 
he does not publish the tablets in which they occur, it will be better 
to confine ourselves to the first name, which, moreover, is sufficient 
for our purposes.'0 Dr. Meissner failed to recognize the name, and 

says that it is "perhaps not Semitic." It is, however, nothing less 
than a compound of mutu and baA'd. HMuzu is a well-known word 
used more specifically for husband, - so, e.g., in these old Babylonian 
tablets, No. 90o, in contrast to adgatu, "wife," but, like the Hebrew 

equivalent 1t, or rather ~ , it appears to have also the more 

general meaning "man." " 
Mutibavti is accordingly a formation 

like /MuI-ili or ulumnz-ili, " man of God," which occurs likewise in 
Meissner's texts (Nos. 41 and 8o), and Mut/u-ga-illi (also "man of 
God "), which was pointed out by Lenormant and others some years 

10 Since this article was written, Dr. Lehmann has kindly examined the Berlin 
Tablet (V. A. Th. 641) and ascertained that Lirabasti is a male person. 

11 Just as MV3, Assyr. afatlu, = wife and woman. 
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ago (see Schrader, Z. D. AM. G. xxxii. 714) as being the equivalent 
of the antediluvian patriarchal 

i• ~.12 The correspondence 
then between u[ztibaati and 

f.•2. 

is complete, both signifying 
man of ba?t or beset/l , 13 and ba8t itself is to be etymologically derived 
from ba"t, as above indicated. 

Leaving the precise force of bast or beeetl aside for the moment, 
my proposition would accordingly be to maintain, in the case of 
11:WW and N1=T1t, that the original and correct pronunciation 
was Ish-be'eth and Meri-be'eth, precisely as we have Jerub-be'eth, 
and to render them " man of Be'eth," "child (or also "man ") of 

Be'eth," and " Be'eth increases." 14 To judge from the analogy of 

Mut-ifi in Assyrian and t and . in Hebrew, we should 

12 It is noticeable that the only other O. T. name compounded with 1i17, namely 

?-'lntri, occurs in the same antediluvian list (Gen. v. 21, 22, 25-27) as Met/hiau1, 
and the conclusion seems justified that both are Babylonian in origin, rather than 
Hebrew. In view furthermore of the proper name Sa-ili-Su, i.e. " belonging to 
his god," occurring in old Babylonian texts (cf. Meissner, No. 88), the question 
suggests itself whether Hebr. 

9-IX 
is not originally Sa-ili. 

13 No objection can be urged against this correspondence between the Hebrew 
and the Babylonian name, because the latter is the name of a female, whereas 

Dl•ttV'g is a male name. In the first place, there are many Babylonian names 
common to men and women; and secondly the distinguishing traits of female 
names among Babylonians lie (I) in the use of the feminine form where a verbal 
element is concerned, and (2) in the use of a female deity when a deity is intro- 
duced as an -element, though there are some exceptions to this principle. Balt, 
as will be shown further on, may be an epithet applied to a goddess, but then 

again there are many male names compounded with a female deity as one of the 
elements. LirabaSf', for instance, is the name of a male person (see supplementary 
note above, o0). Hence, bast could be introduced into a male or female name 

indifferently, and since zMutibaWti contains no verbal element, there is no reason 

why it must be applied to a woman only. 
14 To divide 

WrIt, 
and of course also ?tivt, in this way, with yod as the 

connecting vowel, instead of making it, as has hitherto been done, a compound of 

l~t~ and ?V= or 
l•03, 

seems preferable in view of the parallelism thus brought 
about between I3-beetlh and Mar-bedelh. This division is borne out by the form 
of the name in the Pe'itto, ?='Vn (without yod), and also by the massoretic 

900_-•., 

which occurs once (I Chr. ix. 40). The writing "0"t represents already 
an attempt to interpret the name as " the striver against Baal," under the influence 
of the interpretation given to 

=•1• 
in the Book of Judges. Of course it is 

impossible to determine whether mar is to be taken as the Assyrian maru in the 
sense of child, son, or as the Aramaic mar in the sense of man, though probably 
the former. May not the first element in the Phcenician name = ~iblt (see 
Bloch, Phcenizisckes Glossar, p. 38) be this same mar, despite the curious spell- 
ing, and the name therefore mean not the " gift of Baal," but likewise, " child of 
Baal "? 
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expect the element bagti in Mutibagti to be likewise the name of 
a deity. Unfortunately the testimony from the Babylonian side is 
insufficient to determine this absolutely. The sign for deity is 
omitted before bagti, and while, as Meissner points out (p. 92), 
this omission is frequent in these texts, still an element of doubt is 
thus introduced which cannot be disposed of off-hand. Again, by 
the side of futibagti, the name Ba-ag-tnum (also a female) occurs by 
itself in Meissner's series (No. 90o, lines i, ii, I8) also without the 
determinative for deity. 

On the other hand, no argument can be drawn against the supposi- 
tion that Bagt is the name of a deity from its occurrence as the 

single element in a proper name. In these same old Babylonian 
tablets, several instances may be found of persons bearing the name 
of the deity alone. So No. 8, lines 2, 8, a person is mentioned by the 
name of Sinu; again, in Nos. 74, 78, 92, etc., the deity Martu (some- 
times with, and at times without, the determinative for deity), and 
in No. 51, 4, we find Bunini.15 The divine name, in all such cases, 
must be regarded as abbreviated from a fuller name containing at 
least two elements, deity and verb, or three elements, deity, verb, 
and object. Furthermore, the form Ba-ag-t/um (nominative) shows 
that the word, even though the name of a deity, is still inflected, 
and accordingly we have the word in the genitive after mzut or 

any other substantive element. This, too, while not arguing against 
the supposition that bag/tum (or bagti) is the name of a deity, 
points to its being an epithet or attribute of a deity rather than 
the name itself, just as malk and malkat are frequently used in 
this way. Granting now that the case cannot be fully made out 
for the Babylonian, Ba"t or Beget/A could very well be the name or 

designation of a deity in Palestine or Phcenicia. If it be recalled 
that so many of the Semitic deities, as El, Baal, Adon, have all 
the sense of "strength " attached to them, Bagt with the meaning 

15 Dr. Hilprecht, who kindly called my attention to these examples, also refers 
for later times to Strassmaier's Nabuckodonosor, No. 4, 27, where the proper name 
Assur is found, and Nos. 309, 2 and 333, 12, Marduk. No doubt there are more 
examples, though the practice was not common. I may add to the list Adar, 
II R. 63, 41. Compare also Kasfadi with the determinative for deity in a tablet 
of Kandalanu, published by Strassmaier, EziB/th Orient. Congress, Section I, p. 14. 
Among the Phcenicians such names occurred. So the King of Tyre in the days 
of Esarhaddon was called simply Ba'al, after the deity. To a different category 
belong the names composed of the names of two deities, as Hadad-Rimmon, 
Malik-Adar and the like. 
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"4possession," and then "power," would be a most appropriate 
epithet."' 

Turning now once more to the Old Testament, there are two 

passages in the prophetical division, viz., Jer. xi. 13; Hos. ix. io, in 
which :W• is used in a manner to justify the conclusion that the 
term was actually at one time a synonym of Baal, and, what is more, 
with no opprobrious meaning necessarily attached to it. In the 
former passage, Jeremiah rebukes the people for calling upon Yah- 
weh only in distress, whereas at other times they multiply the gods 
to whom they pay worship proportionately to the number of their 

cities." Nay, he adds, " to the number of the streets in Jerusalem 
ye multiply sacrifice altars for BST, and incense altars for Baal." 
The LXX, it is true, and, following the latter, the Vulgate, omit the 

phrase 
:'I. _I2 

M!t, but, even supposing these words to be a 

gloss, the context does not seem to call for any opprobrium attaching 
to Mw=, any more at least than to i;. 

The Hosea passage (ix. io) is free from any suspicion of being 
a gloss. Recalling the days of nomadism, when the people also 
deserted the worship of Yahweh, the Prophet, having in mind the 

episode of Num. xxv. 1-9, speaks of those that " came to Baal-Peor, 
and became devotees to BST" until they were as abominable as the 

object of their love. The use of M00R: here to include both Baal 
and BST shows that the two are conceived of as perfect synonyms, 
the one being no more obnoxious than the other. In neither of the 

passages is there as yet any trace of the intention to substitute the 
one for the other. I believe then that we have here a trace of 
the period when :IV2, with the pronunciation Be"eth, was, in some 

way, directly connected with Baal and with Baal worship. 

16 In ft?, the name of a district, we may have a trace of this stem 'W, the n 

being afformative, as in so many proper names. In Arabic, VNW, containing the 
same root element W= with middle weak augment, also means primarily " strong," 
and no doubt the Hebrew fttS is to be connected ultimately with the same gen- 
eral idea. May not this same root furnish also a satisfactory etymology for the 

deity Bes or Besa, introduced into the Egyptian pantheon, as the Egyptologists 
tell us (see Miller, Asien und Europa nach allaegyplischen Denkmaelern, p. 310), 
from Arabia? His assimilation to Hercules and Izdubar-Nimrod would accord 
with his character as the "strong" god. As a matter of course, now that the 
name of the famous Egyptian goddess turns out to be not Bast, but Ubast, written 

(as Dr. Miller tells me) 7=XK, on a Phoenician inscription recently found at 
Gaza, no direct connection exists between Bes and Bast, as Brugsch still supposed, 
.Religion und Mythologie der Aegypler (1891), p. 335. 

17 The allusion is to the local cults that survived in Palestine from the days of 
primitive culture. 
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The pronunciation :Lt= I take to be an intentional play upon 

nif, with the purpose of giving to the term an opprobrious mean- 

ing; and this play, therefore, represents the beginning of that ten- 

dency to distort the name of an obnoxious deity, which led afterwards 
to the various disguises above pointed out. In this way, it seems to 

me, we may satisfactorily account for the use of Bo'eth as a substitute 
for Baal. The weakness of the reproach implied in " shame " forms 
no objection if we assume that the term was chosen not arbitrarily 
but simply because of its resemblance to the perfectly legitimate and 
honorable designation Belet/z. It :need hardly be pointed out that 
this practice of playing upon names with a view of casting reproach 
upon them, is a favorite resource of the prophets in their denunciation 
of illegal cults; and since to the Hebrews, as to the Semites in gen- 
eral, the nomen was always an omen, the similarity in sound between 
two words carried with it considerable weight as an argument, and 
had a logical significance - not merely an etymological one. 

It may be that in a third passage, Jer. iii. 24, the prophet already 
had distinctly in mind the distortion of Be'eth into Bo'eth, when, 
speaking of Israel's backslidings, he says that " D%1 ate the toil of 
our fathers from the days of their youth--their flock, their cattle, 
their sons, their daughters." The allusion is evidently to Baal wor- 

ship, such as was practised from the time of the Baal-Peor episode 
down to Jeremiah's days, when human sacrifices, as we know, were 
still in vogue; but the omission of the Baal name is noticeable, and 
seems to justify the conclusion that, the avoidance being intentional, 
:Is is a substitute used as a term of reproach, and therefore to be 
read Bo'eth and no longer Be'eth. The prophet is conscious of 

using Bo'eth as a personification of some deity, as is shown by his 
use of the verb 

(,1W) 
in the feminine. That, in any case, he is 

playing upon some word is seen in the following verse where he says, 
"Let us lie down 

. 
Z," i.e. in our shame. The play would be 

much more forcible on the assumption that :V: suggests " shame," 
without actually having that meaning. 

It is interesting to observe that Ewald, as appears from a note in 
his Geschzic/te des Volkes Israel, iii. 495 (see also p. 537), suspected 
that r 

. 
used in connection with Baal once had a favorable mean- 

ing. The feminine form leads him to the suggestion that the word 

may originally have been a designation of Baal's consort Astarte, and 
he raises the question whether 

rlt:.. 
used in this way may not have 

signified "reverence," like the Greek aml&g, and not " shame." He 

compares with this usage the word "ig, which, ordinarily signifying 
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"fear," is used of God in Gen. xxxi. 53. The Hebrew usage of 

:It=, as must be clear from the analysis above given, does not bear 
out Ewald's view, but the Babylonian equivalent, as we have seen, 
furnishes the more honorable designation for which Ewald sought, 
and I feel increased confidence in the hypothesis that I have put 
forward, upon finding that it justifies the intuition of so keen a 
scholar. 

Whether Ewald is correct in maintaining that Bo'eth, or rather 

Be'eth, referred originally to Baal's consort, and not merely to Baal, 
cannot, with the meagre evidence at our command, be positively 
maintained, but there is much that speaks in favor of this view. The 
feminine form is an argument of some weight, especially since the 
feminine active participle of the Qal of a verb ultimae yod would also 
be Bagtum, and the name might therefore express "the powerful 
one " as well as "power 

" in the abstract. Furthermore, when 
Gideon hews down the altar of Baal-berith, we are distinctly told 
that he also destroyed the ashera - that is, the pole - that stood by 
the altar. That the 

l.., 

a feminine form of t~, and connected, 

though remotely, with :n117,1s originally designated some specific 
female deity seems more than likely; and since, as may be con- 
cluded from the prohibition, Deut. xvi. 21, such an ashera, sym- 
bolized by the trunk of a tree or a pole,19 was a part of Baal worship, 
the altar and the ashera - the former symbolizing the god, the latter 
the goddess - would represent that combination of the male and the 
female principle which has been ascertained to be a characteristic 
trait of primitive Semitic cults. The two, from always being found 

together, would naturally come to be associated together, and accord- 

ingly B and :it=, while originally distinct, would tend to become 

merely synonyms, the one of the other. Gideon, as the destroyer 
both of the altar and of the ashera, and originally the worshipper of 

both, might be known indifferently as 
•9 

•. 

and 11"e.. In any 
case, there is no reason to doubt that Jerub-be'eth was actually a 
name by which the hero was known, as well as Jerub-baal; nor was 
there any more opprobrium connected with the former name than 
with the latter. A parallel to this double name may be found in the 

interchange between 

i. 

and 
•M • •"i 

in the case of the Judaean 
king (2 Ki. xxiii. 34). 

18 Astoretz seems to me to be a distorted pronunciation for altart or alteretk, 
formed after the analogy of Bo'eth, just as Molekh, according to Geiger, is a 
distortion for Malk, by the use of the vowels contained in Bo?Eth. 

19 On the form of the ashera and its worship, see Stade, GesckicAle, p. 461. 
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To sum up, then, I would propose: 
(i) lTw, originally pronounced Be'eth, is identical with Assyro- 

Babylonian Ba'tum, and a kaiddt or kdtilt form from IV::, with the 
sense of " possession," "power," or " the one who is powerful." 

(2) Be'eth-Ba'tum was applied in Palestine to Baal as an honor- 
able epithet, and may originally have been a designation for the 

ashera or Baal's consort. 

(3) As such it could be found in proper names either interchang- 
ing with ?1 , or independently used. 

(4) The similarity in sound of :It to the word for "shame" 
led to the distortion of the epithet with a view of giving to it an 

opprobrious interpretation, and Be'eth being invariably associated 
with Baa4, the distortion Bo'eth came to be the term used as a 
substitute for Baal by an editor who, recalling the dangers to which 
Israel had been exposed by Baal-worship, and the misfortunes that 
befell the people in consequence, would thus avail himself of an 

opportunity to cast discredit upon religious conceptions so repugnant 
to his soul.20 

(5) This alteration of Be'eth into Bo'eth must therefore be added 
to the category of the numerous "Tendenziase Abiinderungen," the 
relation of which to the historical development of the Hebrew reli- 
gion Geiger was the first to show in his valuable work, Ursckrift und 

Uebersetzungen der Bibe, pp. 259-433-2 
It is instructive to note that this tendency to avoid the mention of 

names having obnoxious associations, goes hand in hand with the 

20 Dillmann (Silzungsber. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss., 1881, June 16) calls attention 
to an interesting illustration of this substitution of Boleth for Baal, on the part of 
one of the Greek translators of the 0. T. The LXX in many places writes pa6dX 
(a masculine word) with the feminine article 4f padX. In I Ki. xviii. 19, 25, the 
Hebrew words i' 

•'91= 
are rendered ol wrporat r^7s ai'ol6rs, evidently substi- 

tuting R•It= %4!, since "aloX6vr is the common translation of the Hebrew i~t2. 
Dillmann therefore concludes that in all cases where PadX appears with the femi- 
nine article, the introduction of the latter is an indication that the translator 
or editor, without wishing to actually change the text, wanted the reader to 
substitute alXiry'q for padX. There is also a passage in the New Testament, 
Rom. xi. 4, where likewise 8adX appears with the feminine article. This 
device is the complement of the massoretic combination 

,I 
with the vowels 

of Adonai as an indication of the way in which the holy name was to be 
disguised. 

21 Wellhausen (BUicker Samuelis, p. xii.) expresses his surprise that Geiger 
should not have included the ' Boseth' names in his category; but he has treated 
of these in a special article on the Baal names, Z.D.M. .G. xvi. 728-732, which 
may be regarded as a supplementary chapter to the Ursckrift. 
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aversion to employing the name of Yahweh, because of the increas- 
ing holiness attached to it, - an aversion which is foreshadowed in 
the prohibition of the Decalogue (Ex. xx. 7; Deut. v. ii), not to 
pronounce the name of Yahweh 'uselessly,' and which led to such 
various substitutes as Adonai, Elohhm, Mak6m, and the like. 
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